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QUESTION: 1
A customer has a Contivity 4600 with public and private interfaces. Remote users can not
tunnel into the Contivity from their remote locations. The customer suspects that there may
be a problem with a WAN LINK of the Contivity. What parameters can be verified to
isolate the fault? (Choose three.)

A. Ensure that the ATM WAN link is up
B. Ensure that the HDLC WAN link is up
C. Verify that the physical connectivity exists
D. Ensure that the Gigabit Ethernet link is up
E. Examine the PPP status to ensure it is passing IP packets and fourth

Answer: B, C, E
Note: Contivity 4.7 code does not support Gig or ATM however later code do support Gig
and ATM.
QUESTION: 2
Where would the support engineer go to find the contents of FLASH stored in non-volatile
memory?

A. Status à Report
B. Status à System
C. Status à Statistics
D. Status à Health Check

Answer: C
QUESTION: 3
Which log contains detailed information about the encryption level negotiated during the
establishment of a user tunnel?

A. event log
B. system log
C. security log
D. accounting log
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Answer: A
Explanation:

QUESTION: 4
Exhibit
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An administrator is logged into a local Contivity. The Contivity event log shown in the
exhibit displays the results of Branch Office tunnel between a Contivity 4600 and a
Contivity 1700. What can be said about the Branch Office tunnel? (Choose two.)
A. The tunnel was initiated from the local switch.
B. The tunnel was initiated from the remote switch.
C. The tunnel is a peer-to-peer static routing tunnel.
D. The tunnel is a peer-to-peer dynamic routing tunnel.
E. Perfect Forward Secrecy is required on one end of the tunnel but not configured.

Answer: A, D
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